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Recall

In the last few lectures we discussed about Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA), security definition of CPA, we looked for assumptions needed to achieve CPA security. We have also
discussed about Pseudo Random Funtions (PRF) and came up with the construction for
CPA security using the notion of PRF. In the last lecture we looked at one of the applications of CPA secure encryption that involves secure computation, we learnt how to encrypt
a circuit, introduced the concept of circuit garbling and saw that in a Multiparty Computation, the motive is to leak nothing beyond the output of the computation. With the help
of another primitive known as Oblivious Transfer, we built a protocol called True Party
Computation which is also known as Yao’s 2-Party Protocol. It was also told that this
protocol is designed keeping in mind a benign kind of adversary which is also said to be a
semi-honest adversary. Such kind of adversary acts as an eavesdropper and can corrupt one
of the communicating parties, however does not deviate from the protocol. On the other
hand, if the adversary is active or malicious, the corrupt parties can arbitrarily deviate from
the protocols.

2.

Today’s Goal

In this lecture we will discuss about the following :
• The first goal is to introduce Chosen Ciphertext Attack (CCA) in which we will
consider an adversary with increased power as compared to the ones seen in the
previous schemes. We will see that CCA subsumes CPA and it is much stronger than
CPA.
• The next goal would be to discuss about CCA security.
• In order to demonstrate that CCA is strictly stronger than CPA security, we are
going to do the following. First, we will launch CCA attack on a provably secure CPA
scheme. By provably secure, we mean that the scheme has a proof of CPA security
relying on assumptions. The particular scheme we will be considering is called Cipher
Block Chaining (CBC) mode. The attack we are going to launch on the scheme will
be a real life attack. Second, we will launch an attack on a PRF based theoretical
construction.
• And finally we will take a slight detour from our usual discussion. Generally, once
we come up with a security definition, the next step that we follow is we look for
assumptions. So instead of that, we are going to define Authenticated Encryption,
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a notion which will be the strongest notion that we will see for SKE in this course.
We will build a construction for Authenticated Encryption. Finally, the loop will be
completed by proving that Authenticated Encryption implies CCA security. That is,
if we design an Authenticated Encryption scheme, it already implies CCA security.
But the other way round is not true. So we have CCA secure schemes which are not
Authenticated Encryptions, but efficiency wise there is not much of difference between
the two in the symmetric key world. However, we are not going to discuss Authenticated Encryption scheme in detail in this lecture because that requires understanding
of another building block called as Message Authentication Codes (MAC), which will
be introduced in the subsequent lectures.

3.

Chosen Ciphertext Attacks

In Chosen Ciphertext Attacks (CCA), it is believed that the adversary can influence both
the parties, the sender as well the receiver, to provide the encryption as well as the respective
decryption oracle service. In Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA), the adversary was provided
only with the encryption oracle service and could extract the ciphertext corresponding to
the messages of his choice polynomially many times. But in CCA, the adversary is also
allowed to query on chosen ciphertext, this is why the name Chosen Ciphertext Attack.
The adversary can choose ciphertext of his choice, forward it to the receiving party and
somehow gets the corresponding plaintext. He is allowed to do this any number of times as
he wants. This can be considered as training phase, and once he has enough training, his
goal is to break the security of the challenge ciphertext.

Figure 1: Chosen Ciphertext Attacks

So apart from encryption oracle service, the adversary is provided with decryption oracle
service as well. We can consider encryption and decryption oracle service as two black boxes,
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inside which a same key is hardwired. These boxes are then provided to the adversary and
he queries the oracle adaptively in any arbitrary fashion. Since the adversary is provided
with both the encryption as well as decryption oracle service, we can see that CCA is more
powerful than CPA. A little help from decryption oracle service is very detrimental and by
that we mean that the adversary need not know what is the message decrypted out of his
chosen ciphertext. Even if he comes to know that whether his chosen ciphertext decrypts to
a valid plaintext or not, this one bit information is in fact enough to break many systems.

4.

Decryption Oracle Service is Practical

Let us see how achieving the decryption oracle service is practical. In fact, getting the
decryption oracle service is much easier than getting the encryption oracle service. Consider
a scenario of a bank and a customer in which the customer is performing some transaction.
Suppose there is shared key between the bank and the customer. The customer requests
the bank in the form of an encrypted message to transfer amount x from his account to
some other account Y. While the ciphertext C of this message is on transit, the adversary
intercepts and now rather than only listening to the ciphertext as an eavesdropper, he
tweaks C to something else, say C 0 . When the bank decrypts C 0 , it finds out the customer
is requesting to transfer the amount which is 1000x from his account to some other account
Y. In most of the cases, if the transaction amount exceeds some limit, the bank confirms
from the customer in the form of a message, email or pop-up window, whether he really
wants to do such a transaction. It is generally done to rule out the possibility of a mistake
by the customer or a phishing attack. The message is generally sent in clear and can be
eavesdropped by the adversary. This is equivalent to decryption of C 0 which is the ciphertext
spoofed by the adversary. By eavesdropping the confirmation message from the bank, the
adversary actually got the decryption service of his chosen ciphertext. We can see that in
CCA attack, the adversary is now actually trying to be malicious and active. He not only
eavesdrop the ciphertext but also tweaks it.
Consider one more example in which an adversary sends an arbitrary ciphertext C 0 , to
some Army HQ, waits for the ciphertext to be decrypted and observes the behaviour and
movement of the army. It gives a lot of indication about the possible content in C 0 . By the
reaction of the army, the adversary can predict what is the hidden message in C 0 and this
acts as the decryption oracle service. So we can see that the decryption oracle service is
mountable and the adversary can launch CCA attack.

5.

Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) Mode

CBC mode of encryption and decryption is used to deal with arbitrary length messages.
For simplicity, let us assume that the message has two blocks and each block is of length
L bytes. To be specific, L is 16 bytes for AES and 8 bytes for DES. We assume that both
the blocks of the message are full, i.e. the message length is 2L. The encryption works as
follows. First, we pick an Initial Vector (IV) uniformally at random. This is the randomness
that we use here, just like our other CPA secure schemes. The IV goes straight as a part of
the ciphertext, and is also XORed with the first block (m1 ) of the message. This XORed
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value goes to one instance of the PRF with a key. The output of the PRF forms a part of
the ciphertext and also goes to the next block where it gets XORed with the second block.
This is why it is called Cipher Block Chaining as we can see the formation of a chain from
one block to the next. The same key is used for all instances of PRF. For every block of
the message, we get the corresponding ciphertext block which also has the same length. We
can say that this scheme is communication efficient in the terms that the ciphertext is not
double the length of the plaintext as we saw in previous schemes.

Figure 2: Cipher Block Chaining Mode

In order to decrypt we need F −1 . As F −1 is also required to be computable, F is
therefore not basically PRF, but it is SPRF. We can apply F −1 on c2 to get m2 ⊕ c1 . Since
c1 is available, it is XORed with m2 ⊕ c1 to retrieve last block m2 . Similarly, applying F −1
on c1 outputs m1 ⊕ c0 . Since c0 is available, it is XORed with m1 ⊕ c0 to retrieve block
m1 .

6.

CBC Mode with PKCS#5 Padding

Consider a scenario where the message length is not an exact multiple of block length L.
In such cases padding is used. One such popular padding is known as PKCS#5 padding.
It works as follows. Let b be the number of bytes needed to append in the last block of
message m to make it L bytes long. For example, if the last block is of length L-1, we need
to append one byte at the end and b will be 1 in this case. The content in those b bytes will
be the number ‘b’. However, in this padding scheme, something is always appended, i.e.
even if the message is of length exact multiple of L, new block of length L bytes is appended
at the end to avoid any ambiguity during decryption. For instance, if the message length
is an exact multiple of L without anything appended at the last, and if (for example) the
last byte of the message is 1, it can be mistaken as the number of blocks padded and will
be ignored during decryption.
The decryption works as follows. We read the last byte to get the value ‘b’. Then we read
the last b bytes. If all of them contain ‘b’, then it is known to be a valid pad and is truncated
from the message. The remaining part is considered as the actual message. If last b blocks
do not contain ‘b’ then the decryption fails and it is understood that something unwanted
has happened. In such a case, the receiving party requests the sender for retransmission.
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Figure 3: CBC Mode with PKCS#5 Padding

7.

Padding Oracle Attack on CBC Mode

We will now understand step by step that how an adversary can try to attack CBC Mode
protocol. Firstly, the adversary will try to find out the exact message length. In order to
do that he will try to find out ‘b’. As the number of blocks is known and each block is of
length L bytes, by knowing the value of b, it can be subtracted from the total length of the
blocks to get the exact message length.
To find out ‘b’, the approach of the adversary will be as follows. He can change the first
byte of c1 and if the receiver indicates decryption failure by asking for retransmission, it
means that the entire block was a pad. So the value of b in this example is the entire second
block and only the first block alone is the message. Therefore, ‘b’ is L in this case. On the
other hand, if the receiver indicates success then it is known that during decryption, the
first byte is not being checked by the receiver. So, definitely ‘b’ is less than L in this case. In
the attack, therefore, whenever receiver indicates successful decryption, the adversary does
not let the success message pass to the other party, he changes it to retransmission request
and taps the retransmitted message. Now he can change the second byte and repeats the
procedure. If receiver indicates decryption failure now, then the adversary comes to know
that ‘b’ is L-1. Otherwise if it is a success, then ‘b’ is less than L-1. The above process is
repeated till the time adversary gets decryption failure message from the receiver. So in the
ith iteration, the adversary is going to change ith byte of c1 and check whether the receiver
indicates decryption failure or success. If the receiver indicates decryption failure, then b =
L-i+1, otherwise b < L-i+1 and the adversary requests retransmission. Once ‘b’ is leaked,
it means |m| is leaked. The next step would be to learn the message m byte by byte.
Now let us try to understand step by step, how the adversary can glean the information
about the message content. Once b is known, attacker knows that m2 is of the form:

The adversary will first try to retrieve the last byte of message m and it is known to
the adversary where it appears. Let the content at this position is ‘B’ which the adversary
wants to retrieve. It can happen that it is not retrieved in one go. The adversary might
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have to repeat the process many times. The adversary will change c1 by a delta vector
which is of the form:


∆1 = 0 0 0 ....... 1 (b + 1) ⊕ b (b + 1) ⊕ b (b + 1) ⊕ b
In the delta vector, each of the last b bytes will have content (b+1)⊕b and the (b+1)th
byte from the last will have content ‘1’. When the last b+1 bytes of c1 are changed by the
delta vector, then the change in the c1 is as follows. All bs will become b+1 and B will
become B+1. Now during decryption, the last byte would contain b+1, so last b+1 bytes
will be read. The last (b+1)th byte will be ‘B+1’. If the decryption is successful, it indicates
that B+1 = b+1 and thus B = b. Therefore, based on whether decryption is a success or
failure, the adversary can glean some information about B and if it is done repeatedly, then
the adversary can zero down the error and find out what exactly B is. Since each byte
contains 8 bits, therefore the adversary has to repeat the process at most 256 (28 ) times to
zero down on the value of B. This is called padding oracle attack and once the decryption
is successful we can say that CPA Secure CBC Mode scheme has been broken. Therefore,
as constructive cryptographers, our goal should be to capture such attacks in the security
definition and try to construct protocols to achieve CCA security.

8.

CCA Indistinguishability Experiment

The experiment starts with the training phase where both encryption and decryption oracle queries are allowed by the attacker adaptively. He transmits the messages one by one
and receives back the ciphertext, or he transmits the ciphertext and gets back the message
with respect to the same key. Then comes the challenge phase where he transmits any two
messages, m0 and m1 , to the challenger. The challenger picks a uniform bit b, encrypts
the message mb and submits the challenge ciphertext to the attacker. Similar to the CPA
Indistiguishability Experiment, the attacker is again provided with training. This phase is
known as Post challenge training phase.

Figure 4: CCA Indistinguishability Experiment
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However, there is one restriction in this experiment during the Post challenge training
phase. The adversary cannot query the challenge ciphertext itself. Finally, the attacker has
to guess for which of the two messages m0 or m1 the challenge has been received, which
he indicates by bit b0 . The experiment outputs 1 (attacker wins) if b0 = b else outputs 0
(attacker lost) if b0 6= b. Any encryption scheme Π is said to be CCA-Secure if for every
probabilistic polynomial time adversary A, there is a negligible function negl, such that :
!
Pr PrivKcca
A,Π (n) = 1

≤

1
2

+ negl(n)

Similarly, we can define the CCA-Security for multiple messages encryption and it is to
be noted that CCA implies mult-CCA. It can proved by hybrid arguments. Any encryption scheme Π is said to be CCA-Secure for multiple encryptions if for every probabilistic
polynomial time adversary A, there is a negligible function negl, such that :
!
(n) = 1
Pr PrivKcca−mult
A,Π

9.

≤

1
2

+ negl(n)

CCA Security stronger than CPA Security

In order to demonstrate that CCA-Security is stronger than CPA-Security, we will try to
break the CPA scheme which is based on PRF. We will put the CPA scheme in the CCA
Indistinguishability experiment and will see some examples that show how the attacker can
win with probability ONE.

9.1

Example 1

• The attacker transmits any two messages, m0 and m1 , to the challenger.
• The challenger picks a uniform bit b, encrypts the message mb and submits the challenge ciphertext to the attacker. The challenge ciphertext will be of form (r, Fk (r) ⊕
mb ).
• Post challenge phase, the attacker makes a query to the decryption oracle service with
the following ciphertext. He picks up another message m which is known to him and
XORs m with the second part of the challenge ciphertext to get Fk (r) ⊕ mb ⊕ m.
Since this becomes different from the challenge ciphertext, the attacker is permitted
to query the decryption orcale for this changed ciphertext.
• The decryption oracle will return mb ⊕ m to the attacker.
• Since m is known to the attacker, he can again XOR it with mb ⊕ m to get mb ⊕ m
⊕ m = mb . Thus the attacker can tell with probability ONE that which of the two
messages was encrypted.
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9.2

Example 2

• The attacker chooses a pair of messages, m0 and m1 , such that m0 is all zeros and
m1 is all ones. He transmits the pair m0 , m1 to the challenger.
• The challenger picks a uniform bit b, encrypts the message mb and submits the challenge ciphertext to the attacker. The challenge ciphertext will be of form c* = (r, s*)
= (r, Fk (r) ⊕ mb ).
• Post challenge phase, the attacker makes a query to the decryption oracle service with
the following ciphertext, c = (r, s) where r is same as that of first part of the challenge
ciphertext. For the second part, he flips the first bit of s*, i.e. s is same as s* but
with first bit flipped.
• In the reply message of the decryption oracle, if the first bit is 1 followed by all
zeros then the message encrypted in the challenge ciphertext was m0 otherwise m1 .
Thus the attacker can tell with probability ONE that which of the two messages was
encrypted.

10.

Towards Achieving CCA Security

By the above two examples we can observe a drawback (which is present in the CPA security
scheme as well) that it is easy for the adversary to manipulate the ciphertext. Even after
manipulation it remains a valid ciphertext, i.e. one can get some valid decryption out of it.
Because of this drawback, the adversary was able to retrieve the actual message m in the
above two examples. Any SKE that has this drawback or property is known as malleable.
So we need schemes in which it is not possible for an attacker to come up with a new valid
ciphertext after modifying a known valid ciphertext. Only such schemes can tolerate CCA
attack. Then it would mean that although the adversary is provided with decryption oracle
service and he is free to choose the ciphertexts of his choice, yet he will not be replied with
a plaintext for a ciphertext created by his own. For such queries, the decryption oracle
service will reply an error message or a bot. That basically would make the decryption
oracle service not of much use to the adversary and the security scheme would reduce to
CPA security. Even though the adversary will be capable of launching CCA attack but
he will not be able to come up with his own ciphertexts, which he could have queried
for something meaningful. He gets nothing out of those cihertexts and will only get error
message or bot from the decryption oracle. The tool that helps us to achieve this goal is
known as Message Authentication Code (MAC). MAC is a building block in a symmetric
key setting and will be discussed in detail in subsequent lectures.

11.

Authenticated Encryption

Now we are going to introduce Authenticated Encryptions (AE) and will show that AE
implies CCA security. An encryption scheme Π = (Gen, Enc, Dec) is called an AE if it is
CPA secure with an additional property which makes it impervious to CCA attack. This
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property is called as ciphertext integrity. We will define ciphertext integrity with respect
to an experiment in the next section.

12.

Ciphertext Integrity Experiment

A secret key encryption scheme is said to have ciphertext integrity if it is not easy to come
up with a ciphertext, that has a valid decryption, even after sufficient training. In the
ciphertext integrity experiment, the attacker has access to the encryption oracle service,
which he uses as many times as he wants, as a part of his training. In the challenge phase,
the adversary has to construct and return a ciphertext c which decrypts to a valid message.
The output of the experiment will be 1 if the decryption of ciphertext c is a valid message
and not an error message or bot. In order to make the challenge nontrivial, it is mandated
that the ciphertext c should not be from a set of ciphertexts collated by the attacker during
the training phase.

Figure 5: Ciphertext Integrity Experiment

Any encryption scheme Π is said to have ciphertext integrity if for every probabilistic
polynomial time adversary A, there is a negligible function negl, such that :
!
Pr CiInA,Π (n) = 1

13.

≤ negl(n)

Authenticated Encryption implies CCA-Security

We will now see a theorem that any Authenticated Encryption is also CCA secure. The
definition of Authenticated Encryption has two parts, first, the scheme is CPA secure and
second, it has ciphertext integrity. The goal is to devise a scheme Π, which is Authenticated
Encryption and is proved to be CCA secure. Before we proceed, let us have a look at four
different experiments shown in Fig 6. These four experiments are denoted as Game A,
Game B, Game C and Game D.
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Figure 6
Game A depicts the CCA indistinguishability experiment in which the attacker receives
the challenge ciphertext for message m0 . Game B depicts the CCA indistinguishability
experiment in which the attacker receives the challenge ciphertext for message m1 . If a
scheme is CCA secure, we can say that the adversary outputs bit b0 = 1 with almost same
probability for Game A and Game B. The difference between these probabilities is bounded
by negligible.
Game C is a slight modification of the Game A. The slight difference between these two
games is that all the decryption oracle service replies which are denoted by M1*, M2*,...
Mq* in Game A are replaced by bots in Game C. If we think from the point of the adversary
we can claim that these two games are indistinguishable. This is because of the fact that
both the games execute in the same way except the difference that whenever there is a
decryption oracle query, the challenger is simply going to return bot to the attacker. It is to
be noted that the challenger will return bot only for non-trivial ciphertext queries. Since,
these two games are indistinguishable from the point of view of the adversary, therefore we
can say that the adversary outputs bit b0 = 1 with almost the same probability for Game A
and Game C. If it is not the case, then the ciphertext integrity property is violated which
implies that the scheme is not Authenticated Encryption and which is contradictory to our
initial assumption.
Similarly, Game D is a slight modification of the Game B. The difference between these
two games is the same as that between Game A and Game C. On the basis of the arguments
mentioned in the previous paragraph, we can say that the adversary outputs bit b0 = 1 with
almost the same probability for Game B and Game D.
Now, we can claim that, if the attacker is only getting bots for the decryption oracle
service replies in Game C and Game D, then there is no point in querying. So if we remove
the bots and make these two games more clean, then it will reduce to something depicted
in Fig 7.
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Figure 7
If we observe Game C and Game D now, they look identical to the CPA Indistinguishability experiment. As per CPA Indistinguishability experiment, the adversary cannot distinguish whether he has got the encryption of message m0 or m1 during the challenge phase.
On the basis of the arguments of CPA secure scheme, we can say that the adversary outputs
bit b0 = 1 with almost the same probability for Game C and Game D. And from the reductions explained in the preceding paragraphs, it implies that the adversary outputs bit b0 =
1 with almost the same probability for Game A and Game B. But this time it is implied
by Authenticated Encryption property of the scheme. Hence, Authenticated Encryption
implies CCA Security.
So we can see there are multiple reductions involved here. But this is only an intuitive
technique which helps to understand how the proof will look like. The formal proof consists
of various technicalities and can be found in Chapter 4 of the textbook ‘Introduction to
Modern Cryptography’ by Jonathan Katz and Yehuda Lindell.

14.

CCA-security vs Authenticated Encryption

We will conclude today by comparing CCA-security and Authenticated Encryption. Every
Authenticated Encryption scheme is also a CCA-Secure cipher. But the converse is not true.
CCA-security does not imply Authenticated Encryption. There are schemes which are CCA
secure but are not Authenticated Encryptions. Also conceptually, the goal of CCA-security
and Authenticated Encryption are different. In CCA-security, the aim is to achieve only
privacy even if an attacker disrupts the communication. In Authenticated Encryption the
aim is to achieve both privacy as well as integrity, privacy from the CPA part and integrity
from the Ciphertext Integrity part. Authenticated Ecryption has two components and is
a stronger notion. In terms of efficiency in symmetric key world, both CCA-Security and
Authenticated Encryption are almost equal. But there is no reason to just use a CCA-Secure
scheme (instead of an Authenticated Encryption) if the major concern is efficiency.
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